ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT BASED MODELLING OF CHILLED CAST IRON THERMO ROLL


Abstract: This paper discusses the creation of a model which can be used to analyse the behaviour of a chilled cast iron thermo roll at different operating conditions. In order to acquire additional information about the internal structure of the roll shell ultrasonic measurements of a full size roll were carried out. The created roll model's shapes and dimensions correspond well to general knowledge about the chilled cast iron thermo rolls
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many decades the chilled cast iron thermo rolls have been successfully used in calenders of paper machines. The roll body is cast in a stackable chill mould usually with a sand core. The casting and manufacturing process of the chilled cast thermo rolls is discussed in detail in the dissertation (Maijer, 1998). The thickness and the microstructure of the roll shell is a function of temperature and time during the casting and cooling process (Maijer, 1998; Jackot et al., 2000; Seah et al., 1998). The outer surface layer consists mainly of white iron. Moving toward the inner diameter, the microstructure shifts to that of an equilibrium grey iron microstructure. The microstructure in the transition zone is referred to as being mottled, thus named as mottle iron. The layers do not have a clear boundary. The working principle of thermo rolls is based on hot heating fluid flowing through the roll body in peripherally drilled bores. The drilling is normally performed from both ends of the roll body and the bores meet in the middle of the roll. Small meeting errors are common. The sag of the boring rod together with the inhomogeneous material in the roll body causes also variation in the axial depths of the passages. This variation may cause an uneven temperature distribution and thermal deformations in the roll. In addition the uneven mass distribution may cause unbalance in the roll. When the heating fluid flows in the passages it releases some of its heat to the roll and cools down. This causes a temperature drop between the beginning and the end of the passage. (Wirtz, 2002; Rothenbacher & Vomhoff, 1985; Zaoralek, 2004). The layers in the roll shell have a different iron phase, thus having different material values, i.e. hardness, thermal conductance, coefficients of thermal expansion, density and elastic modulus. The layers can also have an asymmetrical arrangement because of their varying thickness. When such a roll is heated it can deflect like a bi-metal rod. Other thermal deformations are also possible. Because of these deformations, a thermo roll that has practically no run-out at room temperature may have a significant run-out at the operating temperature in the paper machine (Rothenbacher & Vomhoff, 1985; Wirtz, 2002; Brierley et al., 1977).

This work discusses the creation of a model to study the behaviour of a chilled cast iron thermo roll. Ultrasonic measurements are used to measure the layer thickness of the white iron layer on the roll surface and to acquire dimensions of the peripherally drilled bores in the shell of the roll body. These dimensions are not measurable by normal work shop measuring devices. The focus of this study is on the peripherally drilled chilled cast iron thermo rolls, but some of the results can be extended to other roll types too.

2. METHODS

2.1 Thermo roll

In this study a chilled cast iron thermo roll was used as a basis for a roll model. The thermo roll was the upper roll of an online soft calender (Fig. 1). The lower roll is a deflection compensated soft coated roll. The calender is used to improve the properties of the paper web by pressing and heating. The dimensions of the thermo roll are given in Table 1. The heating fluid of the thermo roll was thermal oil.
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Fig. 1. The studied thermo roll is the upper roll of a soft calender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test roll dimensions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total length</td>
<td>9 810 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body length</td>
<td>7 690 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. paper web width</td>
<td>6 660 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal diameter</td>
<td>1 067 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell thickness of the roll body</td>
<td>198 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing length</td>
<td>8 400 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of peripheral bores</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of peripheral bores</td>
<td>632 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness of white iron</td>
<td>9 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness of mottle iron</td>
<td>42 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Test roll dimensions

The test roll was measured with the ultrasound measuring device during maintenance. The ultrasonic measurements were carried out at a roll shop on a roll grinder. The measurements were done with a developed ultrasonic measuring device.

2.2 Ultrasonic measurements

The ultrasonic wall thickness measurement is based on the measurement of time of flight of ultrasonic pulse echoes created at the interfaces, e.g. outer and inner surface of a tube. The speed of sound has a different value in the different layers of cast iron, thus making the normal ultrasonic shell thickness measurement difficult. Because the shell thickness of the body of the thermo roll is normally known, the variation in the ultrasonic thickness measurement can be used to estimate the
layer thickness distribution, if the speeds of sound in the different layers are known. It was assumed that one half of the mottle iron layer behaves like grey iron and the other half like white iron, so the roll could be treated like an object with two layers. The locations of the centrelines of the peripheral bores in the roll were measured with the same ultrasonic measurement device.

2.3 The model of the thermo roll

The roll model was based on the dimensions of the test thermo roll. The model was completed with the dimensions of the peripheral bores and the layer thickness of white iron measured with ultrasound. The model was created with Pro/Engineer CAD software. This 3D model can be exported to other software, e.g. for simulation.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Layer border

The average thickness of the roll shell was 184.9 mm and the maximum deviation from the average was ±2.0 mm. The layer distribution was calculated with computer software and the result is presented in Fig. 2. The thickness variation of the white iron layer was between 27.0 mm and 33.3 mm.

3.2 Peripheral bores

The depths of the peripheral bores with the best and worst meeting are presented in Fig. 3. The model for the bores was created based on the depth data of the bores. The depth value is the distance of the centreline of the peripheral bore from the surface.

3.3 The roll body model

The layer thickness data was converted to a surface model. From the surface two solids was created. The surface became the inner surface of the white iron solid and the outer surface of the grey iron solid.

From the bore data the centrelines of the bores were created. Each centreline was used as the trajectory of a protrusion. The protruded section was a circle with the diameter of 32 mm. The created solid with 40 protrusions (Fig. 4.) was used to cut the peripheral bores into the grey iron solid. The roll body model was ready, when the white and grey iron models were combined.

![Fig. 2. The layer thickness map created from the measured ultrasonic shell thickness data](image)

**Fig. 2.** The layer thickness map created from the measured ultrasonic shell thickness data

![Fig. 3. Bore depths of the bores with the best and the worst meeting in the roll body](image)

**Fig. 3.** Bore depths of the bores with the best and the worst meeting in the roll body

4. CONCLUSION

The ultrasonic measurement makes it possible to model the behaviour of a chilled cast thermo roll with a precision not seen before. In addition to the technical drawings and specifications, the real microstructure and effects caused by manufacturing process can be taken into account. The structure, shape and dimension of the created roll model correspond well to general knowledge about the chilled cast iron thermo rolls. The validation of the measured dimensions, however, is challenging, because the only known method to verify them (especially the layer thicknesses), is to slice the roll and analyse and measure these pieces. The roll cannot be fitted inside an X-ray or another non-destructive measuring device. None of the current thermo roll owners is probably willing to scrap their roll for the interest of science. Smaller test rolls and/or co-operation with the roll manufacturer can provide a solution to this problem. Also a roll that is at the end of its life span could be used as test roll. The measured dimensions can be partly validated if the simulated behaviour correlates to the measured behaviour, e.g. thermal bending. The current model can already be used to analyse and explain some special features related to the behaviour of thermo rolls in varying operation conditions.
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